
Studio Pedestal 2-75

incl. 6 trim weights, pump

The Studio pedestal is not only incredibly simple to use – it is extremely user-friendly too. Camera operators can easily view the 
wheel positions at all times and operate the three individual wheel brakes from any position. The crab-and-steer function enables 
simple maneuvering with defined rolling turns. The power cable, of course, features extra padding to protect it from being crushed. 
In addition, most of the pedestal surfaces are rubber coated so you can push the unit with your feet, and the balance weights are 
covered in plastic to avoid contact with lead. A small steering wheel is available and can even be used with a teleprompter. Each 
model has a Quickfix fitting for fast and easy setups without screws. It takes just a few minutes to convert the Studio Ped into a 
Vario Ped for mobile use or to replace the standard studio wheels with large OB wheels or air wheels.

Advantages of the Studio Pedestal:
- safe air charging with pump or compressor
- pressure relief valve prevents damage to the column
- low operating costs due to air charging
- fast and problem-free conversion from Studio Ped to Vario Ped
- Crab & Steer function for easy maneuverability and defined cornering

Technical Facts

Recommended for fluid heads Video 90; Video 25 Plus, Video 60 Plus and Video 75 Plus (with #3914)

Weight 82 kg / 181 lbs

Payload 75 kg / 165 lbs

Height range 66 - 143 cm / 26.0 - 56.3 in

Lift 77 cm / 30.3 in

Clearance 88.8 cm / 35 in

Head fitting flat base, Quickfix

Further photos

Order data

Article Order code

Studio Pedestal 2-75 incl. 6 trim weights, pump 5275

This product is also available in the following systems:

Article Order code

System 90 Studio 8094



Accessories

Set of studio 
wheels

Set of OB 
wheels 200

Set of OB 
wheels 200CG 

Set of air wheels Small steering 
wheel

Compressor 
(230 V)


